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Halal Research Council is an organization working globally on Halal certifications in order to cater the needs of food and nutrition agencies and side by side non-food agencies especially in the FMCG sectors. Halal Research Council certifies the products under the reverent coordination of recognized Shariah Supervisory Board, Highly qualified Food Technologists, Chemical Engineers and R&D professionals in respect of eligibility for Certification through research based methodology scrutinizing the sources of ingredients, examining the entire supply chain, chemical examination and analyzing Shariah prospects of ingredients used in the products.

About Halal Industry

The Global Halal market growth is surprising everyone. The Muslim population is growing at the exponential rate of 3% per annum. Current total Muslims population is estimated at 1.8 billion, expected to reach 2.2 billion by 2030. International well known institutes are now predicted a double digit growth over next decade or so of the existing USD 5 trillion Halal Sector. Apart from the 1.5 billion Muslim population, the Halal Food is becoming popular among non-Muslims as well. This has created tremendous opportunities for Muslim countries, including Pakistan, to export Halal items be it Food, Beverages, Fashion, Pharmaceutical or follow Islamic Halal principles in Recreation and Finance. Lack of Quality professionals is one of the main hindrances in the growth of the Sector in Pakistan. Halal Research Council is organizing a three days high value Halal Lead Auditor course.

Benefits

- Upon successful completion of this three days course, the Participants will be:
- Understand new requirements by the standards
- Gain key tools and techniques for carrying out an effective audit
- Provide clear understanding to Quality Managers, Shariah members, about their responsibilities for monitoring their HALAL system
- Capable to understand the requirements of HALAL PS:3733-2016 Standard
- Capable of performing effective audits of an organization’s HALAL management system and lead the teams of auditors
- Designing and maintaining HALAL PS: 3733-2016 to the requirements of HALAL PS:3733-2016 Standard
- Able to analyze all the stages of audit from planning and preparations to follow up activities
- Learn to understand the psychological aspects of auditing, cultural considerations and their impact on communication

www.halalrc.org/hlat2020
Course Contents

- Shariah concepts and HALAL
- International overview of HALAL
- An introduction and explanation of HALAL PS:3733-2016
- Understanding the requirements of HALAL PS:3733-2016 and International Standards
- Clarification of new structure, terminology and concepts
- Explanation of the way how an effective audit is carried out and reported
- Audit planning
- Audit reporting, non-conformity writing
- Case studies, exercises and workshop
- Audit planning
- Halal Authenticity
- Documentation

Who Should Attend?

- Food Technologist
- Industrial Manufacturing Specialist
- Chemical Engineer & Chemist
- Business development Manager & Managing Director
- Regulators
- Head Shariah Department & Quality Control Managers
- Import Export Manager
- Entrepreneurs
- Training Managers & Product Manager
- Audit Professionals
- Lecturers
- Head of food analysis & Food Inspectors
- Government Officer
- Research Executives
- Strategic Project Manager
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